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In its revised and updated fourth edition, this exhaustive encyclopedia provides a record of casualties of war from the last five centuries
through 2015, with new statistical and analytical information. Figures include casualties from global terrorism, the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, and the fight against the Islamic State. New entries cover an additional 20 armed conflicts between 1492 and 2007 not included
in previous editions. Arranged roughly by century and subdivided by world region, chronological entries include the name and dates of the
conflict, precursor events, strategies and details, the outcome and its aftermath.
2011 Updated Reprint. Updated Annually. Russia National Security and Defense Policy Handbook
An author’s quest to discover what really happened to his uncle in World War II To all appearances, Anthony “Tony” Korkuc was just
another casualty of World War II. A gunner on a B-17 Flying Fortress, Korkuc was lost on a bombing mission over Germany, and his family
believed that his body had never been recovered. But when they learned in 1995 that Tony was actually buried at Arlington National
Cemetery, his nephew Bob Korkuc set out on a seven-year quest to learn the true fate of an uncle he never knew. Finding a Fallen Hero is a
compelling story that blends a wartime drama with a primer on specialized research. Author Bob Korkuc initially set out to learn how his Uncle
Tony came to rest at Arlington. In the process, he also unraveled the mystery of what occurred over the skies of Germany half a century ago.
Korkuc dug up military documents and private letters and interviewed people in both the United States and Germany. He tracked down
surviving crewmembers and even found the brother of the Luftwaffe pilot who downed the B-17. Dozens of photographs help readers
envision both Tony Korkuc’s fateful flight and his nephew’s dogged search for the truth. A gripping chronicle of exhaustive research, Finding
a Fallen Hero will strike a chord with any reader who has lost a family member to war. And it will inspire others to satisfy their own
unanswered questions.
This book covers events that have occured throughout history that pertain to the Second World War. The dates range from the 1800´s to
2007. It uses the same format and contains the same type of information as Volume 1, but it covers the period from July to December,
whereas Volume 1 concentrates on the first 6 months of the year. It was also the 2008 North American Book Exchange´s Pinnacle Book
Award winner in the Reference Category.
The Boeing 787 is the new Boeing aircraft. It is currently in its development phase. Designers of this plane is made lot of research for this
aircraft should be particularly fuel-efficient through the use of composite materials in the construction of the device and use of new reactors. It
should enable airlines to reduce by nearly 20% in fuel consumption compared to aircraft of this size. This aircraft are expected to compete in
the world of aircraft types and gain the admiration of the public . The Airbus product line started with the A300, the world\\\'s first twin-aisle,
twin-engined aircraft. A shorter, re-winged, re-engined variant of the A300 is known as the A310. Building on its success, Airbus launched the
A320, particularly notable for being the first commercial jet to utilize a fly-by-wire control system. The A320 has been, and continues to be, a
great commercial success. The A318 and A319 are shorter derivatives with some of the latter under construction for the corporate business
jet market as Airbus Corporate Jets. A stretched version is known as the A321. The A320 family\\\'s primary competitor is the Boeing 737
family. Development of a new manned ultralight FanWing is ongoing and presently planned for a first public flight at Oshkosh 2013. Reaction
Engines has announced that is has successfully tested the key pre-cooler component of its revolutionary SABRE engine crucial to the
development of its SKYLON spaceplane. The company claims that craft equipped with SABRE engines will be able to fly to any destination
on Earth in under 4 hours, or travel directly into space. The McDonnell Douglas (now Boeing) F/A-18 Hornet is a twin-engine supersonic, allweather carrier-capable multirole fighter jet, designed to dogfight and attack ground targets (F/A for Fighter/Attack). The Lockheed F-117
Nighthawk was a single-seat, twin-engine stealth ground-attack aircraft formerly operated by the United States Air Force (USAF). NASA has
been exploring a variety of opti
This is a comprehensive reference to the structure, operation, aircraft and men of Bomber Command from its formation on 1936 to 1968
when it became part of Strike Command. It includes descriptions of many notable bombing raids, the many types of aircraft used, weapons
and airfields. The five main sections of the book include a general historical introduction and overview, operations, operational groups,
aircrew training and technical details of each aircraft type. Lengthy Annexes cover personnel. the squadrons in World War II, accuracy of
attacks, orders of battle for each wartime year, maps of airfields locations, tonnage of bombs dropped and nuclear weapons carried in the
post-war years.
Johnson examines the U.S. Army's innovations for both armor and aviation between the world wars, offering valuable insights for future
military innovation.
Traditionally, ‘the right of the line’ is the vanguard, the place of honour and greatest danger in battle. In this history of the Royal Air Force
during the European War of 1939-45, John Terraine shows how the RAF, which in 1939 was small and inadequate for the task it was called
upon to perform had, by the end of the war, taken up its proper position. He describes the build-up to war, the early tests in France and at
Dunkirk, the Battle of Britain, the Battle of the Atlantic, the RAF in North Africa and the Mediterranean, the strategic air offensive over
Germany and eventual victory in Europe. ‘His best book yet’ The Times ‘John Terraine is a fine historian but he also believes that history
should be exciting and readable’ The Listener

As part of its proposed FY 2010 defense budget, the Admin. proposed deferring the start of a program to develop a NGB for the
Air Force, pending the completion of the 2010 Quadrennial Defense Review and associated Nuclear Posture Review, and in light
of strategic arms control negotiations with Russia. Contents of this report: (1) Intro.; (2) Admin. Proposal to Defer Start of NGB
Program; NGB Program Prior to FY 2010 Budget Submission; Existing Bomber Fleet; (3) Issues for Congress: Future Roles and
Missions of Bombers: Ability of Current Bomber Force to Perform Future Roles and Missions; Bomber Design and Construction
Industrial Base; (4) Legislative Activity for FY 2010. Illus. This is a print on demand edition of an important, hard-to-find report.
Vols. 41, no. 11-v. 42, no. 5 include Space digest, v. 1-2, no. 5, Nov. 1958-May 1959.
Eyewitness accounts of heavy bombers on D-Day Rarely told story of what happened above the beaches Detailed descriptions of
various bombing runs In this vivid and dramatic look at World War II in the air, eight different aircrews--three American and five
British--tell eye-opening and heart-racing stories of operations before, during, and after D-Day. These bombing missions helped
pave the way for the success of the Allies' invasion of Normandy, disrupting German transportation, destroying various
installations, and spreading fear and panic.
Assesses the basis for DoD's bomber force requirements, including an analysis of recent DoD and AF studies supporting the
planned force stricture, the AF's progress in implementing the new conventional concept of operations for using bombers, and the
costs to keep bombers in the force and enhance their conventional capabilities. Identifies and assesses the potential cost savings
and effects on military capability of four alternatives for reducing bomber costs, including retiring or reducing the B-1B force.
Examines information related to procuring additional B-2s.
Includes history of bills and resolutions.
A multidimensional, multidisciplinary work on one of the least understood but most important conflicts in modern history. • 760 alphabetically
organized entries covering all aspects of the Korean War era—military, political, economic, social, and cultural • Nearly 150 primary
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documents in a separate volume • More than 125 contributors, including both civilian professors from a wide range of disciplines as well as
military officers • An updated historiographical essay compiled by Dr. Allan R. Millett, one of the nation's leading military historians and
experts on the Korean War • More than 350 illustrations and 21 detailed maps • A chronology of the Korean War, a glossary, and a general
bibliography
Why are civilian populations targeted in modern wars despite laws and ethical claims insisting on civilian protections? This book offers
answers.
Air Force Next-Generation Bomber (NGB)Background and Issues for CongressDIANE Publishing
defense policies, reviewing excerpts from key defense policy statements and assessing the likely challenges for future policy makers.--Brent
Scowcroft "International Affairs"
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